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QUESTION 1

A System Manager is creating a production for a case. The production must produce all non-Excel file types in TIFF
format and produce all Excel files in native format. All files should be named with a production number. How should this
production be created? 

A. use a Mixed Mode production, with all non-Excel files in TIFF format, named with production numbers; use Metadata
export for the Excel files and use option to include native copies 

B. produce all non-Excel files in TIFF format, named with production numbers; use Native Only export for the Excel files 

C. produce all non-Excel files in TIFF format, named with production numbers; produce all Excel files in Native Only
format, named with production numbers 

D. use a Mixed Mode production, with Excel files produced natively and all other files produced in TIFF format; all files
named with production numbers 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How does the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x assist in maintaining chain-of-custody through the
Collections and Processing stages of the Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM)? 

A. by indexing all source data 

B. by integrating with third-party processing applications and presenting a unified management interface for those tools 

C. by creating a hashed copy set in a preservation store for indexing 

D. by generating a list of file hashes for all documents before collecting them 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x needs to run with an account that has read permissions for the archives in
Symantec Enterprise Vault. Which service should have credentials changed to enable this? 

A. EsaPstCrawlerService 

B. EsaApplicationService 

C. EsaEvCrawlerService 

D. EsaEvRetrieverService 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

The Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x provides the capability to tag full "document families". What is a
"document family"? 

A. an email message and all attachments 

B. an email message and all associated replies and forwarded messages 

C. a group of documents that have a high similarity rating as defined by the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x
"Find Similar" functionality 

D. a group of documents that have the same hash value in Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x with or without
identical file names 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which tool should be used to send logs to Symantec support if the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform 7.x is down
and the application interface is unavailable? 

A. Clearwell Utility 

B. Property Browser 

C. Utility Node Manager 

D. Services Manager 

Correct Answer: A 
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